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ABSTRACT
Today in every field wireless technology is used, for as Medical, Factory Automation, Search, Rescue, etc., IEEE 802.11 is an option but infrastructure cost is too high, so the option is IEEE 802.15.4, especially Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Network (LR-WPAN). The low rate WPANs is intended to serve a set of industrial, residential and medical applications with very low power consumption and cost and with relaxed needs for data rate and QoS. The low data rate enables the LR-WPAN to consume very little power. The applications are Integrated Medical Systems, Automatic Traffic Control, Energy Conservation, and many more. In this paper, the impact of Beacon order (BO) and Superframe order (SO) on beacon-enabled IEEE 802.15.4 is analyzed. The QoS parameters which are of concern are throughput, packet loss rate, average end-to-end delay and energy consumption.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, in each and every field, wireless networks are being deployed very fast. IEEE 802.11 comes to the mind for the first instance, but this architecture is too costly for a small enterprise. The option is IEEE 802.15 that is Wireless Personal Network (WPAN). The focus of WPAN was low-cost, low power, short range and very small size. IEEE 802.15 working group was formed to make WPAN standards. The concern group has currently standardized three classes of WPAN that are differentiated on the basis of data rate, energy consumption and QoS. The three defined classes of IEEE 802.15 are Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1), WPAN (IEEE 802.15.3) and LR-WPAN (IEEE 802.15.4). The IEEE 802.15.3 supports high data rate and is suitable for multimedia applications that requires very high QoS. Bluetooth supports medium data rate and is intended to serve applications like voice communication. It can allow a network to be formed at instant. The last is LR-WPAN which supports low data rate and is intended to serve a set of industrial, residential and medical applications with very low power consumption and relaxed needs for data rate and QoS. The low data rate enables the LR-WPAN to consume very little power. The applications for IEEE 802.15.4 or LR-WPAN are Assisted Living, Integrated Medical System, Safe & efficient transportation, Automated traffic control, Advance automotive system, Autonomous search & rescue, Energy Conservation, Factory automation, Environmental control, Home automation, and so many. The LR-WPAN or IEEE 802.15.4 is described in detail in next sections. In this paper, Beacon Order (BO) and Superframe Order (SO) are varied to analyze the effect on QoS parameters. These parameters are throughput, delay, packet loss rate, and energy consumption. The paper is divided into six sections. Section 1 includes introduction, LR-WPAN is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the related works in the concern field. Simulation setup is included in Section 4. Results and discussion is specified in Section 4, section 5 gives the acknowledgement and section 6 is all about conclusion.

2. OVERVIEW OF LR-WPAN
Among three classes of WPAN, IEEE 802.15.4 technology is a low data rate, low power consumption, low cost; wireless networking protocol. It is designed to provide low cost connectivity for the terminals which needs low battery life or low power consumption, however, the data rate and QoS supported are not compatible with those provided by the IEEE 802.15.3. The equipments associated with LR-WPAN are designed to transmit within a range of 10-75 meters and the specification depends on actual RF environment and the energy consumption required for the real application. IEEE 802.15.4 consists of devices which can be a FFD (Full Function Device) or an RFD (Reduced Function Device). A PAN must contain one FFD which is appointed as PAN coordinator or sink, to which all the data is transported to. An FFD, other than PAN coordinator acts as a router and is also called as coordinator. It is responsible for the routing of data from source to the sink. RFDs in a PAN are the source. RFDs cannot communicate with one another, but communication can be made with FFDS. IEEE 802.15.4 supports the physical topologies as Star, Peer to peer, and Cluster-based. In Star topology, data transfer takes place between RFDs and an FFD, which is set as PAN coordinator. All the RFDs or devices are attached to the central coordinator. Applications of this topology are Home Automation and PC peripherals. In peer to peer topology, there is also one PAN coordinator, but there more than one FFDs which acts as routers in the network. They act as intermediate nodes between the source and the sink. Applications are industrial monitoring & control, wireless sensor networks, and many more. The last one is Cluster based, in which most of the devices in the network are FFDs and RFDs may joined to the cluster as a leave node of a branch. Out of many FFDs one is appointed as PAN coordinator and the remaining ones help in providing synchronization between RFDs and PAN coordinator. Its applications are Search & Rescue, Defense, distributed autonomous systems, and everywhere, if there is need of large area to be covered. IEEE 802.15.4 protocol specification defines two layers, Physical and MAC layers. Physical layer is responsible for the features as activation & deactivation of the radio transceivers, energy detection, link quality indication, channel selection, clear channel assessment and transmitting as well as receiving packets across the physical medium. An overview of the IEEE 802.15.4 Physical layer specification including frequency (ISM Band), Spreading parameters, and data parameters is depicted in Table 1.
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer protocol is CSMA/CA [2, 3]. Other specific features for the MAC layer are generating network beacons (in beacon enabled mode), association & disassociation of devices, and handling & maintaining GTS mechanism. For LR-WPAN its mechanism is divided into Slotted CSMA and Unslotted CSMA [4, 6]. Slotted CSMA is for beacon enabled mode and Unslotted CSMA if for beaconless mode [5]. In nonbeacon-enabled mode all nodes can send their data by using an unslotted CSMA/CA mechanism, which does not provide any time guarantees to deliver data frames [7]. In a beacon-enabled mode, a PAN coordinator periodically generates beacon frames and slots are provided for data transmission. Non beacon-enabled mode is achieved by setting the value of BO to 15. Beacon enabled IEEE 802.15.4 is completely defined by a structure called Superframe Structure [1, 7]. This structure consists of two periods, one is active and other is inactive period. The active period consists of three parts, a beacon, a Contention access period (CAP), and a Contention free period (CFP). The superframe structure is depicted in Fig. 1 [7]. The beacon is transmitted by the PAN coordinator at slot 0. After the completion of beacon CAP will start using CSMA/CA algorithm [2, 3]. In this period sources can contend for the medium. At the end CFP start, which does not use CSMA/CA, rather it includes Guaranteed Time Slots for the sources to transmit. PAN coordinator assigns the time slots to specific sources or senders for specific applications such as low latency or application requires specific data rate [7]. Inactive period is assigned for power conservation. When RFDs and FFDs do not have transmission, these devices can go to sleep mode to preserve energy. Superframe structure is defined by two parameters SO and BO. Both parameters range between 0 and 14. BO is used to calculate the length of superframe duration or Beacon Interval (BI), and SO is used for calculating Active duration (Superframe duration-SD). BO and SO are also used to define Duty Cycle [7]. Mathematically it is written as:

$$ BI = a_{baseSuperframeDuration} \times 2^{SO} $$
$$ SD = a_{baseSuperframeDuration} \times 2^{SO} $$
$$ Duty\ Cycle = 2^{SO-BO} $$

More details for IEEE 802.15.4 or Slotted CSMA/CA can be found in [1, 7].

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHY (MHz)</th>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>Spreading Parameters</th>
<th>Data Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chip Rate (kbps)</td>
<td>Modulation</td>
<td>Bit Rate (kbps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>868/9</td>
<td>868-868.6</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>BPSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>902-928</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>BPSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2450</td>
<td>2400-2483.5</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>O-QPSK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. RELATED WORK

IEEE 802.15.4 was emerged in 2003, and since then there have been many researches to analyze the performance of the concern WPAN. Some of these researches focused on beacon-enabled mode and some other focused on beaconless mode. Latre et al. [6] analyzed throughput, delay and BW efficiency for a number of Scenarios in LR-WPAN under beaconless mode. Liang et al. [8] analyzed the performance of IEEE 802.15.4 for ECG monitoring system. In [8] number of nodes were varied from 10 to 20 along with payload size and observed the parameters as PDR, Delay. Salles et al. [9] analyzed contention schemes as, GTS and CSMA/CA with polling cycle duration was taken as observation, and it was remarked that it increases with number of data bytes sent and maximum for GTS and minimum for CSMA/CA unslotted. Rohm et al. [10] analyzed the Star topology for MAC layer in beaconless mode with different packet sizes, apart from that, they changed the BE. Wang et al. [3] investigated the performance of slotted and unslotted CSMA/CA for MAC layer using OPNET tool. Jung et al. [11] proposed a Markov Chain Model for slotted CSMA/CA and designed their own simulator and shown some fruitful results when compared to normal slotted CSMA/CA. Burrati et al. [2] proposed a mathematical model for beacon-enabled mode MAC protocol, validated through simulation results and summarized that model is a useful tool for the design of MAC parameters and to select the better topology. In [12], Chen et al. analyzed the performance of beacon-enabled IEEE 802.15.4 for industrial applications in a star network in OMNeT++. In [13] Li et al. analyzed the applicability of IEEE 802.15.4 over a wireless body area network by measuring its performance. In [15], Liu et al. studied the feasibility of adapting IEEE 802.15.4 protocol for aerospace wireless sensor networks. Chen et al. [15] modified IEEE 802.15.4 protocol for real-time applications in industrial automation, after analyzing the IEEE 802.15.4 standard in a simulation environment. Mehta et al. [16] proposed an analytical model to understand and characterize the performance of GTS traffic in IEEE 802.15.4 networks for emergency response. In [17], Zen et al. analyzed the performance of IEEE 802.15.4 to evaluate the suitability of the protocol in mobile sensor networking. In [7], Xia et al. analyzed the performance of IEEE802.15.4 for both beaconless and beacon-enabled CSMA/CA by making variation in MAC parameters using OMNeT ++ tool.

### 4. SIMULATION SETUP

Many researchers analyzed IEEE 802.15.4 using different simulator. In this paper IEEE 802.15.4 is analyzed using different concept and different simulator, which is Qualnet 5.2. In this paper, a network is using RFDs and FFDs. There is one PAN coordinator and remaining FFDs are appointed as coordinator. 11 CBR applications are laid down between sources and sink. All the devices are deployed in a way such that there are no hidden devices in the network. The
parameters which are varied are BO and SO. Apart from these variations, packet generation rate is also varied. The network routing protocol used is AODV. Simulation time is set to be 500 seconds. The energy model is taken as Mica Z and the battery model which is used is Duracell AA. Other MAC parameters are taken as default values. The simulation set up description is shown in Table 2. After obtaining the simulation results QoS parameters as Packet loss rate, Average end-to-end delay, throughput, and energy consumption are analyzed.

4.1 Packet loss rate
It is the fraction of number of packets dropped by the network to the total number of packets generated by all the devices in the network. It is the measure of reliability for a particular protocol and network used.

4.2 Throughput
It is defined as the information in bits which is received successfully by the destination in an average time. Its unit is bps.

4.3 End-to-End delay
It is the time elapsed when a packet is sent from the source node and is successfully received by the destination node. It includes delays as delay for route discovery, propagation time, data transfer time, and intermediate queuing delays.

4.4 Energy Consumption
In the scenario, energy consumption is measure in mWh for three modes, as transmit, receive and idle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical layer Radio-type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport layer protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO (variation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO (variation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO (default)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO (default)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet generation interval (PGI) in seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery Model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Beacon Order is varied and Superframe Order is fixed.
In fig. 2, throughput is shown against Beacon order (BO), for this case SO is set to 1. As BO is decreased throughput is observed to be increased. This is due to the fact that the lower value of BO results in higher duty cycle, and can achieve higher bandwidth, which makes the throughput better. Higher Packet Generation Interval (PGI) means lesser number of packets per second is sent in to the network, here for lesser PGI, higher throughput is observed and as PGI is increased throughput gets low. This is due to the fact that when larger number of packets is sent, higher throughput is obtained since more bits per second are transferred.

![Fig. 2 Throughput vs BO](image)

In fig. 2, Average end-to-end delay is shown against BO; higher delays are observed for larger values of BO with the same packet generation interval. The reason is that a larger BO causes a longer inactive interval, which may cause the buffered packets to experience a longer sleeping delay. As BO decreases delay gets lower, due to larger duty cycle. Smaller value of PGI, involves lesser number of sent packets and obviously lesser delay will encountered them. Smaller PGI means increased number of packets sent per second and this cause more collision and retransmission and higher delays will be seen.

![Fig. 3 Avg. End-to-end delay vs BO](image)

In fig. 4, Packet loss rate is shown against BO; it is shown that a lesser BO leads to a smaller packet loss rate. This is because of the fact that, the smaller BO resulting in high duty cycle and make the network to transmit more packets successful. When the PGI increases, the packet loss rate decreases. The reason for the result is defined as a smaller packet generation interval means a higher number of packets to be transmitted and as a result of collisions, packets loss ratio increases.

![Fig. 4 PLR vs BO](image)
In fig. 5 Energy in three modes (transmit, receive and idle) is plotted against BO. As BO is decreased, energy consumption in transmit and receive mode is increasing while in idle mode energy consumption is decreasing with decrease in BO. The fact can be defined as with decrease in BO, duty cycle increases and reduces the idle period, due to which more time is devoted for transmission and reception while idle time is decreased, that is why energy consumed is more for lesser BO in active cases and it is less for lower BO in idle case.

**Fig. 5 Energy vs BO**

5.2 Superframe Order is varied and Beacon Order is fixed.

In fig. 6, throughput is shown against Superframe order (SO), for this case BO is set to 5. As SO is increased throughput is observed to be increased. This is due to the fact that the higher value of SO results in higher duty cycle, and can achieve higher bandwidth, which makes the throughput better. Higher Packet Generation Interval (PGI) means lesser number of packets per second is sent in to the network, here for lesser PGI, higher throughput is observed and as PGI is increased throughput gets low. This is due to the fact that when larger number of packets is sent, higher throughput is obtained since more bits per second are transferred.

**Fig. 6 Throughput vs SO**

In fig. 7, Average end-to-end delay is shown against SO; higher delays are observed for smaller values of SO with the same packet generation interval. The reason is that a smaller SO causes a longer inactive period, which may cause the buffered packets to experience a longer sleeping delay. As SO increases delay gets lower, due to larger duty cycle. Smaller value of PGI, involves lesser number of sent packets and obviously lesser delay will encountered then. Smaller PGI means increased number of packets sent per second and this cause more collision and retransmission and higher delays will be seen.

**Fig. 7 Average End-to-end delay vs SO**

In fig. 8, Packet loss rate is shown against SO; it is shown that a higher SO leads to a smaller packet loss rate. This is because of the fact that, the higher SO resulting in high duty cycle and make the network to transmit more packets successful. When the PGI increases, the packet loss rate decreases. The reason for the result is defined as a smaller packet generation interval means a higher number of packets to be transmitted and as a result of collisions, packets loss ratio increases.

In fig. 9, Energy in three modes (transmit, receive and idle) is plotted against SO. As SO is increased, energy consumption in transmit and receive mode is increasing while in idle mode energy consumption is decreasing with increase in SO. The fact can be defined as with increase in SO, duty cycle increases and reduces the idle period, due to which more time is devoted for transmission and reception while idle time is decreased, that is why, energy consumed is more for higher SO in active cases and it is less for higher SO in idle case.

**Fig. 8 PLR vs SO**

**Fig. 9 Energy vs SO**
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7. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a performance evaluation of Beacon-enabled IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Several network QoS metrics including throughput, packet loss rate, end-to-end delay and energy consumed are examined. These metrics are analyzed with respect to some important and variable protocol parameters as beacon order and superframe order. The analysis of simulation results provides the fact that whether we increase BO or SO, the effected parameter is Duty Cycle and when it is increased performance of IEEE 802.15.4 gets better.
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